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Summary
We use three methods to construct knowledge organization system (KOS) of
patent documents. One is KeyGraph, one is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
model, and another is Hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation (hLDA) model.
KeyGraph is a novel and efficient method for topic detection. It applies graph
analytical methods to discover topics and their features. LDA is a classic topic
model method for automatically organizing, understanding, and summarizing
text corpora based on hierarchical Bayesian model. Hierarchical Latent
Dirichlet Allocation is an extension of LDA. It can not only extract
autonomously the topics, but also compute the hierarchical structure of them.
It arranges the topics into a tree, with the desideratum that more general
topics should appear near the root and more specialized topics near the
leaves.
We selected the field of graphene sensor for empirical analysis, and compute
the topics distributions of technology terms.
Methodology
 Firstly, build a set of patent documents.
 Secondly, extract terms of technology and conduct term clumping for
topic model.
 Thirdly, compute terms graphs and get topics of terms using KeyGraph
algorithm (Sayyadi, Hurst & Maykov, 2011).
 Fourthly, use LDA model to get topics of terms (David M., 2012).
 Fifthly, use hLDA model to get hierarchical topics of terms (David M., 2012).
 Lastly, compare the results of the three methods.
Empirical Analysis
 Firstly, we selected the database of Derwent Innovations Index for analysis
and invited experts to determine the patent retrieval strategy and got 251
patent documents.
 Secondly, we extracted the keywords from the patent text fields and
conduct
term clumping to clean the technology terms of graphene sensor
using Thomson Data Analyser (TDA). And we got 6658 technology terms.
 Thirdly, we used KeyGraph algorithm for topic model and got 128 topics by
giving appropriate values to the params of KeyGraph algorithm.
 Fourthly, we used LDA model to get 10 topics of terms and every topic
include 10 terms.
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Part of results of KeyGraph and LDA

 Fifthly, we used hLDA model to get hierarchical topics of terms and the
depth of tree is 3.
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Part of result of hLDA

 Finally, we compared the results of the three methods. And the result shows
that hLDA is a good tool for constructing KOS.
Further Work
 Firstly, we will try to get better result of topic model by optimizing the
params setting of hLDA.
 Secondly, we will try to mapping the results of hLDA to the standard KOS,
for example SKOS, etc.
 Finally, we will try to using RDF to describe the results of hLDA and storing
them into knowledge base for further applications.
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